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Manbites Dog Theater's The Fairytale Lives
of Russian Girls is a streetwise, comical
cautionary tale 
By Byron Woods

Photo by Alan Dehmer
Faye Goodwin and Carly Prentis Jones in The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls.

ne of our deepest underlying fears is the fear of erasure. We feel it in
the chill we experience when considering the desaparecidos: the
luckless inhabitants of Spain and Latin America who, in the '70s and

'80s, were made to disappear because of political affiliations or beliefs not
shared by the powers that be.

That fear is also voiced by the dyevushki—a quartet of struggling young
women in contemporary Russia—in playwright Meg Miroshnik's streetwise,
comical and cautionary drama THE FAIRYTALE LIVES OF RUSSIAN GIRLS at
Manbites Dog Theater. When central character Annie learns that her
neighbor, Masha, is unwittingly enduring her own slow erasure by living with
an abusive boyfriend, Annie vows that she won't let her vanish "like you were
never here."

As Miroshnik's meditation on legacy and identity unfolds, we gradually
realize that most of the women we encounter are metaphorically or literally
in similar straits. Stark economics, an inadequate education—and a messy
tryst with a rich Russian oligarch—all threaten to remove Katya, a sharp‑
minded math whiz, from the lives of those she loves and prevent her from
becoming her best self. Nastasia's reliance on an untrustworthy man rewrites
a fundamental part of her identity and leaves her future in doubt.

But some of the most enigmatic questions of erasure and identity here lie
with Annie, a first‑generation American whose Jewish parents were allowed
to leave Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union. By the time we meet, that
migration has already caused a number of individual sea‑changes. Her mom,
Olga, is no longer a mathematician, but a California hairdresser. Tellingly,
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Annie informs us that she's forsaken her birth name, Anya, for her current
one—after the famous orphan. She's already lost her Russian accent and is
losing her native tongue.

These and other erasures prompt Olga to send Annie, alone, to spend a
summer in her Russian hometown. But this hero's quest in the making takes
on added dimensions as the women are forced to confront and edit the
narratives they're living. Folk and fairy tales lose little of their power when
they go urban. Masha's abusive relationship in an apartment on the outskirts
of Moscow is patterned too closely for coincidence on a Russian variant of
the Red Riding Hood story. Katya's dilemma is framed by an Alexander
Afanasyev folk tale whose heroine shares her name, and Nastasia's tale is
too suprising to spoil here.

But when Annie's encounter with her not‑aunt Yaroslava begins to echo
harrowing stories of Baba Yaga, she finds expert advice from fellow
survivors‑in‑progress, all deconstructing the charming—and potentially fatal
—narratives that our cultures program into us as children. This crew realizes
the encrypted survival strategies dramaturge Dierdre Shipman comments on
in the playbill: Even fairy tales involve bribes. And, at some point in every
folk tale, the clever hero knows that action must be taken.

Under Jules Odendahl‑James' insightful, surefooted direction, a talented
ensemble delves deeply into the layers of this literary Matryoshka doll. Stage
veteran Carly Prentis Jones fully conveys the charming monstrosity of
Yaroslava. Jessica Flemming, Mikaela Saccoccio and Jeanine Frost
convincingly flesh out Masha, Katya and Nastasia. We believe Faye Goodwin
as a naïve Annie who must come of age in a hurry. Laurel Ullman, as usual,
finds the keys to unlock compelling characters, including mother Olga, a
customs officer and a wicked witch of another stripe.

If words can imprison, as Miroshnik notes, they can also, ultimately, liberate.
Odendahl‑James and her team pursue figures of speech that remain entirely
too literalized: a bear of a boyfriend, a witch of an old lady—and a culture
justifiably afraid of certain sociopolitical questions, whose past can seem
intent on devouring its future. Post‑Soviet Russia isn't the only place we
encounter such figures at present.

This article appeared in print with the headline "Lose yourself"
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A RED HOODIE



The Fairy Tale Lives of Russian Girls

reviewed by: Ginna Purrington
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Annie (Faye Goodwin) and (Jeanine Brinell Frost). Photo: Jules Odendahl-Ja

“ In a chicken-legged house on the wrong side of the river, Baba

Yaga(http://www.oldrussia.net/baba.html) waits for you.

”She may appear as an ailing babushka needing a little help from a kind young m

as yourself. She may bare her iron teeth at you, little girl, if you ask too many qu

Little girl (that is, you females younger than seventy), beware the sweets she fee

fatten up your skinny arms, if you still want to fit into the slinky dress and stile

you put on when you decided to go off the path into these deep woods. Bad thing

happen here, if you want to know the truth.



(http://clarioncontentmedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Photo-1-BabaY.jpg)

Annie (Faye Goodwin) and Auntie Baba Yaga (Carly Prentis Jones). Photo: Alan

But how best to tell the truth? And who can be certain your man is not actually a

with the way he’s been acting lately? Someone disappears, yes? Maybe it’s best n

any questions. Maybe it’s best to run far, far away, as though you had never been

all. Or maybe action must be taken.

Meg Miroshnik’s “The Fairytale Lives of Russian

Girls”(http://www.samuelfrench.com/p/56381/fairytale-lives-of-russian-girls-the) weaves f

old and new into the tapestry of the babushka’s headscarf, the leopard-print dre

clinging to every curve of the modern Russian dyevushka. She pulls the curtain 

side to reveal the fairy tales’ structures, just as she drapes modern life in its own

fantastical explanations. When everything bad (which means everything good) 

path, what’s a girl to do? This is not a new question. But set in the modern world

woods may trade places with the dark hallways of a Soviet-era apartment buildi

power and wisdom may consist in understanding of economics rather than kno

spells. Women tell stories to warn of dangers, telling the truth, but telling it slan

of warning. In Russian fairy tales, or skazki, there are no fairy godmothers, no p



beginnings, at the end, things are simply over. But the resonances echo through

cultures.
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Annie (Faye Goodwin) and Customs Officer (Laurel Ullman)

Where do you find the bread strewn on to that disappearing path? How do you k

whether the best weapon is an axe, or scissors, or lots and lots of questions? How

know if these tales women tell each other exist to scare you, control you, or save

life? Only one thing is sure. As Olga, main character Annie’s mother, tells her be

sending her off into the woods of her forgotten youth, “Wicked witches is crazy

bitches.”

Most of the actresses in Manbites Dog’s “The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls” ha

seen in recent local productions, but you won’t be able to put your finger on how

recognize them, they embody their characters so fully. I can’t single one out for

exceptional acting, because each actress was engaged and engaging in every mo

stage. The set design and original music support the production without drawin

attention to themselves, evoking the modern Russian city without banishing the



If you’re prepared to risk ninety minutes of your life on an evening trip to Russi

you’ll get them back with interest. But the world may look a little different when

emerge.
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Annie (Faye Goodwin) and Nastya (Jeanine Frost)

 

Manbites Dog’s “The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls” shows April 23-May

9(http://manbitesdogtheater.org/).

Ginna Purrington is a writer, a nurse, a diabetes educator, and a cyclist.

She lives in Durham, NC, and her columns and articles appear from time to time

the Clarion Content.
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THE FAIRYTALE LIVES OF RUSSIAN GIRLS,
onstage at Manbites Dog through May 9

APRIL 27, 2015 By THE FIVE POINTS STAR in THEATER REVIEWS Tags: BART MATTHEWS, CARLY PRENTIS
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MANBITES DOG THEATER, MEG MIROSHNIK, MIKAELA SACCOCCIO, PUSSY RIOT, RAISA GORBACHOVA, THE
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(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/1200px-
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Floral matryoshka set, smallest doll nested.
Photo: BrokenSphere via Wikimedia Commons.

Annie (Faye Goodwin) is fed by her “not quite Auntie Yaroslava” AKA Baba Yaga, who eats
young girls (Carly Prentis Jones) in Manbites Dog’s striking production of THE FAIRYTALE

LIVES OF RUSSIAN GIRLS. Photo: Alan Dehmer.

Some days, the bear eats you; some days you eat the bear.  Other times, that canny old witch Baba
Yaga fattens you up before she roasts your bones for supper–The End. But in Meg Miroshnik’s
contemporary Moscow, the women aren’t playing by the old rules any more, even though their
lives are still as onionized as matryoshka dolls, each iteration of self constrained by a skin of old
ways imposed by an ancient patriarchal society. “Action must be taken!” they cry to each other as
they lurch from one perilous situation to the next doing the best they can to stay alive, protect
their friends, and be happy. Between the classic beginning to a Russian fairy tale, “they lived, they
were,” and “The End” (no happily ever after), these women take bold and surprising actions with
stunning sang-froid, often using language that could blister paint. In the hands of director Jules
Odendahl-James, the play is brazen, feminist, provocative, sad, bitingly humorous–yet another
Manbites Dog (www.manbitesdogtheater.org) production not to be missed.



(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/photo-2-annieatcustoms.jpg)
Annie the American (Faye Goodwin) is welcomed to Russia by a customs officer (Laurel Ullman)

in THE FAIRYTALE LIVES OF RUSSIAN GIRLS. Photo: Jules Odendahl-James.

When I took Russian history in college, no women were mentioned, other than Catherine the
Great and assorted czarinas. One knew of some cultural figures–Ahkmatova, Pavlova,
Plisetskaya–and of course, Russian women in fiction; and that women in the USSR were being
educated and trained for “male” jobs like astrophysics and utilizing heavy equipment. But even
after the revolutions that created the communist state, women as political leaders were
conspicuously absent. The Russian Bear was always male.

It would be difficult for the young women on stage in Miroshnik’s fascinating one-act, The
Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls, to comprehend how large the USSR loomed for people of my age
group. The insane geo-politics of the Cold War torqued everyone. Kruschev! The Iron Curtain!
Duck and cover! This way to the bomb shelter! The KGB! The Gulags! The Evil Empire! On and
on. By the mid-1980s, even the most ardent believers in the pure possibilities of communism had
been disabused to the idea that that purity could be found in the USSR.

So, great was the skepticism and later the celebration when Mikhail Gorbachev began to reach out
for a detente with the West. Glasnost! Perestroika! With him, shockingly, was his wife, Raisa
Gorbachova. No one had ever seen the Communist leaders’ wives. Scholar, philosopher,
fashionista, she blazed across the Western consciousness, a completely new image of the
contemporary Russian woman. The Gorbachevs soon fell from grace, but still, the image of Raisa
remained overlaid on the old images of tired workers, queuing mothers, scarved peasants.

Gorbachova’s fairytale took a dark path after her husband’s ouster and the collapse of the USSR,
and ended with a fast-moving leukemia in 1999. But before then, she had, as The Guardian



(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/raisa-gorbachova-with-pamela-
harriman.jpg)

Raisa Gorbachova, R, with Pamela Harriman, in Washington, DC, during USSR General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev’s summit meeting with US President Ronald Reagan, that led to

the great thawing of the Cold War. December, 10, 1987. Photo by: Chris Wilkins, AFP, 51500037.

(http://www.theguardian.com/news/1999/sep/21/guardianobituaries.isobelmontgomery) put
it, “destroyed the image of Soviet women as potato-shaped battleaxes in headscarves,” which
makes her the foremother of Meg Miroshnik’s women of the Pussy Rio
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pussy_Riot)t era.

As we all know, communism in the former USSR was replaced by the sickest form of capitalism,
all repressive systems remaining firmly in place. Very few women’s voices have been heard since
that transition.

Miroshnik, in an artistic way, provides a keyhole view into the strange difficult lives of young
women in the new chaos of a country where change has been great, though bedrock change has
not yet occurred. But, her work suggests, today’s young women are swinging on the pendulum of
history in four-inch heels, battle-axes at the ready, prepared to eviscerate the bad old bear.

The actors of the Manbites Dog production are uniformly powerful, and Odendahl-James made
casting decisions that allow amazing visuals–three are tall, and three range from tiny to short–
within the visual richness of Sonya Drum’s set design. The costuming, also by Drum with help
from Dierdre Shipman, is a knock-out, from Auntie/Baba Yaga’s crone clothes (and mask, by Will
Deedler) to Masha’s minimal dress and maximal boots. There’s first-rate lighting by Jenni Mann
Becker, and excellent, appropriate live music by Bart Matthews.

But even if all this design richness were removed, these actors would get the points across. Faye
Goodwin as naive American Annie–a Russian-American Jew, sent back to Moscow by her mother
to improve her Russian and for some darker purpose–grows up before our eyes. She’s staying
with her “auntie,” the wicked witch Baba Yaga, who Carly Prentis Jones totally nails. Jessica



(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/fairytale-annie.jpg)

Annie get your axe–there’s more than one way to skin a bear. Faye Goodwin as American

Annie. Rehearsal photo by Jules Odendahl-James.

Flemming as Masha, the across-the-hall neighbor who befriends Annie, proves remarkably

moving in this stylized role. Tiny Mikaela Saccoccio buzzes around like a dangerous insect in her

pivotal role as Katya, while tall Jeanine Frost commands four different characters, including the

whore Natasha. She has the most chilling stories, and is the one the others turn to when things get

really rough. Laurel Ullman transforms herself repeatedly for the four remaining supporting

characters. What an ensemble!

(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/photo-3-annieandnastya.jpg)

Annie the American (Faye Goodwin) receives advice on the rules of Russian fairytales from

Nastya the whore (Jeanine Frost). Photo: Jules Odendahl-James.



(https://thefivepointsstar.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/photo-4-anniebaba.jpg)

Annie (Faye Goodwin) prepares to battle potatoes (Jeanine Frost) bewitched by Baba Yaga. Note

the Pussy Riot-style head covering . Photo: Jules Odendahl-James.

3 responses

ANNE BUTTERFIELD says:

April 27, 2015 at 1:22 pm

Wow! This sounds great, Kate. Wish I could see it.

Love,

Anne

_____

MARY JONES says:

April 27, 2015 at 10:39 am

Best review of this yet! Loved the historical review…certainly illuminates the message of the

play.

PATSY WATERFALL says:

April 27, 2015 at 10:06 am

A great review by Kate D. Arial. The play sounds really interesting..
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‘Fairytale’ shows reality of Russian women’s lives

i
BY ROY C. DICKS

Correspondent

Meg Miroshnik’s “The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls” might sound sweet and cozy, but it’s quite the opposite. Miroshnik employs grim Russian
folktales to reflect women’s survival in freewheeling contemporary Moscow. Manbites Dog Theater’s production is equally freewheeling, a darkly
humorous journey featuring strong acting and bold direction.

Russian folktales take place in distant times but are filled with universal morals. Here, the tale of witch Baba Yaga, who eats little girls, becomes a
story about Annie, sent by her Russian-born mother to the homeland to reclaim a family apartment from a wily old aunt. The fable of a husband
turned bear translates into next-door neighbor Masha and her abusive lover. The legend of peasant girl Katya befriending the czar’s daughter only to
become her mother morphs into a conflict among a wealthy man’s wife, mistress and daughter.

The script emphasizes the plight of women trying to balance expectations of dutiful submission with new opportunities for riches and freedoms.

Faye Goodwin gives Annie a wide-eyed innocence that’s soon undone by witnessing the sad lives of her Moscow friends. Jessica Flemming imbues
Masha with winning determination to control her fate, a brashly attractive portrayal. Mikaela Saccoccio’s hardened Katya knows how to get what she
wants, despite dangerous consequences. As the witch-like aunt, Carly Prentis Jones delightfully voices sweet seductions and believably physicalizes
the little-old-lady aspects.

Jeanine Frost easily alternates the quietly elegant czar’s daughter with the self-confident, practical prostitute, Natasha. Laurel Ullman’s world-weary
Olga, Annie’s mother, and her icy Valentina, wife of Katya’s lover, complete the play’s fascinating range of characters.

Director Jules Odendahl-James elicits confident, highly individualized performances that nail the humor while indicating hidden struggles. Bart
Matthews’ folky-funky original music, played live on keyboards and guitar, adds rich atmosphere, as does Jenni Mann Becker’s textured lighting.

Set designer Sonya Drum’s eclectic piles of furniture and bare electric lamps create a fantasy world, while her costumes of tight skirts and fancy high
heels indicate the flashy world of modern Moscow women.

There’s adult language and situations, and the multiple strands of story lines are not always clear. But the unique script and its first-rate execution
make the production strongly recommended.
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Dicks: music_theater@lycos.com

DETAILS

What: “The Fairytale Lives of Russian Girls”

Where: Manbites Dog Theater, 703 Foster St., Durham

When: 8:15 p.m. Friday, Saturday and April 30, May 1-2 and 6-9; 2 p.m. May 3

Tickets: $10-$25 (students $5-$10; seniors/military $2 off)

Info: 919-682-3343 or manbitesdogtheater.org
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